Nonfiction for T
Teens
eens

We Are Not Y
Yet
et Equal: Understanding Our Racial Divide by Carol Anderson

From the end of the Civil War to the tumultuous issues in America today, an acclaimed historian reframes the conversation about race,
chronicling the powerful forces opposed to black progress in America. (2018) 323.1196 AND YA

Shout by Laurie Halse Anderson

A poetic memoir and urgent call-to-action by the award-winning author of Speak blends free-verse reflections with deeply personal
stories from her life to rally today's young people to stand up and fight the abuses, censorship and hatred of today's world.
(2019) 811.54 AND YA

Symphon
Symphonyy for the City of the Dead: Dmitri Shostak
Shostako
ovich and the Siege of LLeningr
eningrad
ad by M. T Anderson

This account of the Siege of Leningrad reveals the role played by Russian composer Dmitri Shostakovich and his Leningrad Symphony in
rallying and commemorating their fellow citizens. (2015) 780.92 SHOSTAKOVICH YA

The Rise and Fall of the Dinosaurs: A New History of a LLost
ost W
World
orld by Stephen Brusatte

Examines the origins, habitats, extinction, and living legacy of the dinosaurs, chronicling their evolution from small shadow dwellers
through the emergence of prehistoric ancestors that became thousands of modern bird species. (2018) 567.9 BRU

Norse Mythology by Neil Gaiman

The New York Times best-selling author presents a bravura rendering of the major Norse pantheon that traces the genesis of the
legendary nine worlds and the exploits of its characters, illuminating the character and nature of iconic figures Odin, Thor and Loki.
(2017) FICTION GAIMAN, N

Vincent and Theo: The V
Van
an Gogh Brothers by Deborah Heiligman

Examines the relationship between Theo and Vincent van Gogh, showing how Theo supported his painter brother throughout his
creative and interpersonal struggles. (2017) 759.9492 GOGH YA

The Soul of an Octopus: A Surprising Explor
Exploration
ation into the W
Wonder
onder of Consciousness by Sy Montgomery
Presents an investigation into the emotional and physical world of the octopus. (2015) 594.56 MON

Born a Crime: Stories from a South African Childhood by Trevor Noah

The host of The Daily Show With Trevor Noah traces his wild coming of age during the twilight of apartheid in South Africa and the
tumultuous days of freedom that followed, offering insight into the farcical aspects of the political and social systems of today's world.
(2016) 791.45028 NOAH
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The 57 Bus by Dashka Slater

Documents the true story of two Oakland high school students, a white girl from a privileged private school and a black youth from a
school overshadowed by crime, whose fateful interaction triggered devastating consequences for both, garnering national attention and
raising awareness about hate. (2017) 364.15 SLA YA

A Thousand Sisters: The Heroic Airwomen of the So
Soviet
viet Union in W
World
orld W
War
ar II by Elizabeth Wein

Documents the heroic contributions of Soviet airwomen during World War II, examining the formation, obstacles, missions and enduring
legacy of Russia's three female combat pilot regiments. (2019) 940.544 WEI YA

Graphic Novels
Br
Brazen:
azen: Rebel Ladies Who Rock
Rocked
ed the W
World
orld by Pénélope Bagieu

Profiles inspiring women--some who are world famous and some who are little known --in graphic format, including Nellie Bly, Mae
Jemison, Hedy Lamarr, Josephine Baker, and Naziq al-Abid. (2018) 741.5944 BAG

Tetris: The Games P
People
eople Pla
Playy by Box Brown

A history of the popular and addictive game explores how the creation of a USSR government computer scientist spurred a bidding war
that involved clandestine trips to Moscow, backroom deals, and outright theft. (2016) 741.5973 BRO

March. Book One by John Lewis

A first-hand account of the author's lifelong struggle for civil and human rights spans his youth in rural Alabama, his life-changing meeting
with Martin Luther King, Jr., and the birth of the Nashville Student Movement. (2013) 323.1196 LEW

Lighter Than My Shadow by Katie Green

Recounts the author's experiences with an eating disorder, stemming from being a picky eater in childhood and devolving into a
dangerous disease. (2017) 616.8526 GRE YA

Anne F
Frrank's Diary: The Gr
Graphic
aphic Adaptation by David Polonsky

Authorized by the Anne Frank Foundation in Basel, a first graphic adaptation of the young holocaust diarist's poignant story includes
extensive quotations from the definitive edition and faithfully conveys the immediacy and spirit of Frank's experiences in hiding.
(2018) 940.5318 FRA

Soonish: T
Ten
en Emerging T
Technologies
echnologies That'll Impro
Improvve and/or Ruin Ev
Everything
erything by Kelly Weinersmith

The creators of the popular Saturday Morning Breakfast Cereal webcomic present an illustrated investigation into the technologies of
the near future, from deep-space travel to 3D organ printing, to offer insight into how they will work and what is needed to advance their
readiness. (2017) 601.12 WE
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